
 

GUIDED IMAGERY

In a quiet space where you are not likely to be

interrupted, sit or lay with your legs uncrossed

in a comfortable position. Start by taking some

slow and controlled breaths. Close your eyes or

soften your gaze. 

In your mind's eye I'd like you to imagine that

you find yourself at the edge of a woods. It's a

warm early fall day and the sun is high in the sky. 

You notice an opening to the woods where a path has been created. The

leaves on the trees are just beginning to change color and the sunlight

cascading through them dances on the path below... seeming to invite

you to walk for a bit. You take a deep breath and your lungs fill with crisp

fall air. There is a hint of an earthy smell, the mixing of leaves and the

warming dirt on the path beneath you. The wind blows gently bringing

with it a few falling leaves. The path winds through the woods. You notice

the sound of the birds and the occasional crunching of leaves under your

feet. The path begins to take a slight decent and with each step down

the hill you notice yourself becoming more and more relaxed. Starting

with step 10, down to 9, you move on to down to 8, and now 7, down to 6,

and now 5, stepping to 4, feeling even more calm and relaxed you step

down to 3, now 2, and finally 1. And you notice before you the path is

leading to a stream. You hear it's slight gurgling and bubbling as it moves

over rocks and around winding corners. You move toward the stream and

notice a sun-warmed rock on the edge of the water. You take a seat and

enjoy the sun's rays, the sound of the water, the breeze. You notice a twig

being carried along by the current. Watching as it swerves and bobs as it

is pulled on by the water's movement. 
You breath deeply and rise to head back. You

step back on the dirt path and begin to climb

back up the hill the way you came. Starting on

step 1 up to 2, moving up to 3 and now 4, on up

to 5, feeling more alert and refreshed you step

up to 6, now 7, and up to 8, feeling even a bit

more awake and alert you step to 9 and finally

up to 10. 

You follow the path back to the edge of the woods and knowing you can

return here in your mind's eye anytime you wish by taking slow and

controlled breaths and letting your imagination carry you to the edge of

the stream nestled in the fall woods, you take your final steps out of the

woods and can come on back when you're ready. Covert, M (2019)
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